Abstract To investigate how complex food-webs can develop through repeated evolutionary diversification, a predator-prey model was analyzed. In the model, each individual has two traits: trait x as a predator and trait y as a prey. These traits constitute a two-dimensional phenotype space, in which the whole group of individuals are represented as a phenotype distribution. Predator-prey interactions among the phenotypes are determined by their relative positions in the phenotype space. Each phenotypic cluster was treated as a species. Each species evolves in y to escape from predation, while it evolves in x to chase their prey. Analytical investigation provided two predictions. First, coupled evolutionary diversifications of y and x may occur when the x of predators have caught up with their prey's y, which may be repeated. Second, complex food-webs may develop when species' competitive strengths are kept similar within the communities. If the functional response is close to the ratio-dependent response, the competitive strengths of all species are similar when the relationship between predators and prey corresponds to the ideal free distribution (IFD). These predictions were confirmed by numerical simulations.
Introduction
The present biological communities being ultimately derived from a universal ancestor through repeated speciation is a widespread idea (Di Giulio 2001) . The evolutionary history seems to have been influenced by both external and internal factors. Ecological interaction among organisms (e.g., predator-prey interaction and resource competition), which is one of the internal factors, induces their coevolution. Their evolutionary changes can also change the ways of interactions among them, which changes their ways of evolution further. Such a feedback process of coevolutionary dynamics may have induced the autonomous diversification and development of biological communities.
For the evolutionary development of a food-web, the number of its nodes has to increase at least. The number of nodes may increase with evolutionary branching of the component species through ecological interaction. Indeed, recent theoretical studies showed the possibility of evolutionary branching through various ecological interactions, including resource competition, predator-prey interaction, and mutualism (Geritz et al. 1998; Dieckmann and Doebeli 1999; Kisdi and Geritz 1999; Doebeli and Dieckmann 2000; Kisdi and Geritz 2001; Dercole 2003; Ackermann and Doebeli 2004; Egas et al. 2005; Kisdi 2006; Ito and Dieckmann 2007; Ito and Shimada 2007) . If such situations occur repeatedly during the evolutionary dynamics, the community may develop from small and simple to large and complex.
Recently, several models for the evolutionary development of food-webs were developed (Caldarelli et al. 1998; Yoshida 2003; Drossel et al. 2004; Loeuille and Loreau 2005; Ito and Ikegami 2006) . They differ from each other in their definition of the traits that determine predator-prey Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article doi:(10.1007/s10144-008-0113-5) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
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The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, University of Tokyo, 3-8-1 Komaba, interaction. Especially, the number of traits ranges from one (Loeuille and Loreau 2005) to many (Caldarelli et al. 1998 ). Despite the difference, they have successfully demonstrated the coevolutionary formation of food-webs using numerical simulation. Ito and Ikegami (2006) has shown that foodwebs develop with repeated evolutionary branching.
In this paper, we will construct a similar food-web model to Ito and Ikegami (2006) , assuming a two-dimensional phenotype space, and analytically investigating how evolutionary diversification can be repeated and how complex food-webs may develop. The obtained predictions are examined by numerical simulation.
Model

Main structure
Suppose there is a large and multi-dimensional phenotype space s, in which most kinds of creatures can be expressed as phenotypes. Relationships among the phenotypes determine their predator-prey interactions. Assuming clonal reproduction, we write the biomass change of the ith phenotype as:
where N is the number of existing phenotypes, g(s j , s i ) denotes the predation rate by phenotype i on j, i.e., functional response, constant k (\1) denotes the biomass production per unit predation amount, i.e., trophic efficiency, and constant q denotes the rate of biomass loss by energy consumption and natural death.
Functional response
In real predator-prey interactions, functional responses depend on the relationship between the strategies of predators and their prey, both of which are important evolutionary components (Vermeij 1987) . Following Ito and Ikegami (2006) , we define the prey strategy of phenotype s as a resource distribution in a ''resource space,'' z, provided by a unit biomass of the phenotype, i.e., a ''resource pattern'': r(z, s). The resource space has arbitrary dimensions, and its axes may be body size, activity time, habitat, nutrient composition, hardness, toxicity, etc. The resource pattern can have a certain width because individuals with a same phenotype can have different resource properties among them, depending on their age, behavior, diet, environment, etc. On the other hand, we define the predator strategy of phenotype s as its energy investment distribution in the resource space provided by a unit biomass of the phenotype, i.e., a ''consumption-effort distribution'': M Á c(z, s). A constant M is the total amount of consumption effort and c(z, s) determines its allocation to each resource, i.e., ''consumption-effort pattern.'' The consumption-effort distribution is influenced by the size of the jaw or claw, performance of eyes, preference, digestion ability, etc. The sum of the consumption-effort patterns of existing phenotypes gives the total consumption-effort distribution:
while the total resource distribution, R(z), is given by the sum of the resource patterns of existing phenotypes:
where the constant X denotes the detection rate of unit biomass of resource by a predator with unit searching effort. Thus R(z) corresponds to visible resources for predators. With C(z) and R(z), we define the functional response. For simplicity, we assume that the function of predation rate (on resource z per unit consumption effort) is independent of the predator's phenotype s and of the resource's property z. Following Ito and Shimada (2007) , we express a functional response of phenotype s to resource z using a general form, known as the Beddington-DeAngelis type (Beddington 1975; DeAngelis et al. 1975 
where a, b, and c are constant energy consumption rates, corresponding to the searching, interference competition, and the handling of resources, respectively. See S1 in the Electronic supplementary material (ESM) for the derivation of Eq. 4, which is a modification of Beddington (1975) . Since C(z) is the total consumption-effort on resource z, it corresponds to the amount of competitors. When there is an abundance of resources with no competitors, Eq. 4 has its maximum value, Mc(z, s)/c. The increase of competitors C(z) always reduces the response. Note that this becomes the type II response (Holling 1959) or the ratio-dependent response (Arditi and Ginzburg 1989) when b = 0 or a = 0, respectively. Then, the functional response of a unit biomass of s i to resource z is given by g(z, s i ), and the fraction of s j in the resource is given by n j Xr(z, s j )/R(z). Thus, the functional response of s i to s j is obtained as:
where dz denotes the volume element of the resource space. Substituting this into Eq. 1 yields:
Here, a ji indicates the strength of the interaction between phenotypes s i (as the predator) and s j (as the prey), which corresponds to the (i, j) element of the community matrix of the system. If no saturation of predation and no interference competition are assumed (i.e., b = c = 0), the functional response corresponds to type I, and a ij is determined only with s i and s j . In this case, Eq. 7 becomes the standard Lotka-Volterra predator-prey equation. Otherwise, Eq. 4 does not allow such simplification. To make the form of Eq. 7 simpler, we transform it into:
In this expression, each phenotype s i interacts as a predator with the total resource distribution R(z) and interacts as prey with the total consumption-effort distribution C(z). The model is still incomplete, since it does not have any resource inflow, in which the system cannot sustain its total biomass. Here, we add a basal resource, I(z), to the total resource distribution:
The functional response of phenotype i to I(z) is given by:
in the same manner as with Eq. 6. Thus, the dynamics of I(z) can be written as:
where I is the amount of basal resource and r I (z) is its resource pattern. A constant m determines the resource inflow and outflow (or decay), which are given by mI 0 and mI, respectively.
With arbitrary definitions of s, z, c(z, s), r(z, s), and I(z), the population dynamics and evolutionary dynamics can be analyzed using Eqs. 8 and 11. In this study, for simplicity, we assume a one-dimensional resource space, z = z. In addition, we assume a two-dimensional phenotype space s = (x, y), in which traits x and y have real numbers and affect only the positions of c(z, s) and r(z, s), respectively. In this case, c(z, s) and r(z, s) are written as:
Under this assumption, phenotype s i consumes resources around z = x i , while it behaves as resources around z = y i , which may be consumed by other phenotypes (Fig. 1a) . A phenotype whose x is similar to its y preys on itself (i.e., cannibalism). If x and y are gravity centers of the consumption-effort and resource patterns, respectively, x and y may be taken as genetic values in quantitative genetics. In this case, the widths of those patterns correspond to environmental variances.
Analysis of coevolutionary dynamics
To make the analysis simple, we assume that the consumption-effort and resource patterns share the same distribution function h(z): c z;
Here, h(z) is a unimodal and symmetrical function (i.e., h(-z) = h(z)), with a single maximum at z = 0 (Fig. 1b) . The function is nonnegative and smooth within its range, and its integration gives unity. h(z) can be a Gaussian distribution. We also assume that the resource pattern of the basal resource also shares the h(z) distribution, i.e., r I (z) = h(z -z L ). In addition, we assume very fast resource updating by choosing m to be very large compared to its consumption rate by existing phenotypes, at Eq. 11. In this case, it has a constant distribution,
. Such a basal resource may be taken as the sunlight.
Directional coevolution
We analyze the evolutionary dynamics based on the adaptive dynamics theory sensu stricto (Dieckmann and Law 1996; Metz et al. 1996; Geritz et al. 1997) . A very small mutation rate is assumed so that the system is always at population dynamical equilibrium when a mutant has emerged. Here, we assume that the values of the model parameters are appropriately chosen so that the system has a stable equilibrium in many cases. At such an equilibrium, increasing rates of existing phenotypes are equal to zero, and each population has only a single phenotype in most cases. We call such populations separated from each other ''species'' for convenience. Suppose a mutant s 0 = (x 0 , y 0 ) emerged in species i. The deviation of s 0 from its parent phenotype s i is assumed to be slight. We denote its biomass using n 0 . Its invasion fitness, which is its initial per-capita growth rate, is given by Eq. 8, with n 0 ? 0:
f ðs 0 ; S;nÞ ¼ lim
Here, S denotes a vector of phenotypes of existing species, S = (s 1 ,…, s N ), andn ¼n 1 ; . . .;n N ð Þdenotes their equilibrium biomasses. These biomasses are used for the calculation of R(z), C(z), and /(z) according to Eqs. 2, 3, and 5. (Then is included as the argument of the invasion fitness, since one S might have more than one equilibrium.) If the mutant has a positive invasion fitness, it can invade the community, which usually replaces its parent phenotype s i and coexists with other species. Repetition of this process corresponds to directional evolution.
Computing the invasion fitnesses of various s 0 , a fitness landscape around s i can be generated. The strengths of directional selections on species i in x and y are defined by first derivatives of the fitness landscape at s 0 = s i :
respectively. These form a selection gradient, (G x (s i ), G y (s i )), at s i in the phenotype space. The direction of the directional evolution is determined by the selection gradient. The $c(z, s 0 )/(z)R(z)dz in Eq. 17 and $r(z, s 0 )/(z)C(z)dz in Eq. 18 correspond to the biomass gain (as a predator) and loss (as prey) of s 0 , according to Eq. 8. Here, we call them the ''resource gain of s 0 '' and the ''predation pressure on s 0 '', respectively. Because $c(z, s 0 )dz = 1, the resource gain is a weighted average of /(z)R(z) around c(z, s 0 ). Then, we call /(z)R(z) the ''resource gain density at z.'' Similarly, the predation pressure is a weighted average of /(z)C(z) around r(z, s 0 ). We call /(z)C(z) the ''predation pressure density at z. '' Equation 17 indicates that the position of the consumption-effort pattern, x i , evolves toward the higher resource gain density in the resource space, if there exists a gradient of the resource gain density around z = x i . Similarly, the position of the resource pattern, r i , evolves toward the lower predation pressure density, according to Eq. 18 (see S2 in the ESM for details).
In the numerical simulation, the directional coevolution is composed of evolutionary shifts of several clumps of interacting predators and prey in the resource space (Fig. 5) . Here, we call such clumps, ''interaction groups,'' and suppose that they are isolated from each other. Then, in each interaction group, the predators (i.e., species whose x belong to this group) evolve their x to catch up with their prey (i.e., species whose y belong to this group), while the prey evolve their y to escape from the predation, as illustrated in Fig. 2a, d , h. Consequently, the x of the predators and the y of the prey evolve in the same direction in the resource space.
Coevolutionary diversification
Next, we analyze how evolutionary diversification including evolutionary branching may occur. To make the logic simple, we focus on a single interaction group that has only one predator species and one prey species. We assume that the group is well isolated from the others, as illustrated in Fig. 2a . We denote the prey and predator species with i0 and j0, respectively. Directional coevolution of the interaction group stops when the predator's x has caught up with the prey's y, which means that x j0 = y i0 (Fig. 2b) . In this case, the directional selection on x j0 as well as that on y i0 has vanished (i.e., x j0 = y i0 gives G x (s j0 ) = G y (s i0 ) = 0). Then, the second derivatives of the invasion fitness, which are curvatures of the fitness landscape, become important determinants of the subsequent dynamics. They are defined by:
If D yy (s i0 ) is positive, the fitness landscape forms a valley at s i0 in the direction of y, which may induce diversification of the prey in y. Similarly, if D xx (s j0 ) is positive, it may induce diversification of the predator in x. With the consumptioneffort and resource patterns defined in Eqs. 14 and 15, D yy (s i0 ) [ 0 and D xx (s j0 ) \ 0 are always held under any biomasses for the predator and the prey if h(z) has no more than two inflection points at least, as in the case of a Gaussian distribution (S3 in the ESM). Thus, evolutionary branching of the prey's y may occur (Fig. 2b, c) . When this has occurred, diversified prey form a bimodal resource distribution for the predator (Fig. 2c ), which may induce diversifying selection in the predator's x and favor its evolutionary branching (Fig. 2c, d ), as in Doebeli and Dieckmann (2000) . If an interaction group has more than one predator and/or prey species, trait substitution of the prey and/or the predators may occur instead of evolutionary branching ( Fig. 2f-h ). Here, we call such evolutionary diversification of the resource pattern, including evolutionary branching and trait substitution, ''r-diversification,'' while we call those of the consumption-effort pattern, ''cdiversification.'' The coupled r-and c-diversifications correspond to the division of an interaction group, which results in directional coevolution of the divided interaction groups again (resource spaces in Fig. 2a -d and f-h). If predators catch up with their prey after each of the such coupled diversifications, the diversifications can occur repeatedly ( Fig. 2e) , which effectively increases the number of species.
Maintenance of complex food-webs
Complex food-webs should have interaction groups with several prey and/or several predators (otherwise, only food chains with no branches are possible). Such an interaction group is generated by the evolutionary branching of its component species or the fusion of interaction groups. The fusion occurs by the collision of interaction groups in the resource space. Here, we examine how the coexistence of several prey and predators can be maintained in an interaction group in the time scale of food-web development (i.e., during a time period in which the system has several divisions and fusions of interaction groups at least). Suppose we have an interaction group with two predator species and two prey species, as illustrated in Fig. 3b . The population dynamics of predator species j1 and j2 are given by:
Since j1 and j2 belong to the same interaction group, x j1 and x j2 are close to each other. This makes their resource gains (i.e., the first terms on the right sides of the above equations) always similar, although the magnitude relation of the gains can change depending on n j1 and n j2 . If there is a large difference in predation pressure by their predators at higher trophic levels (e.g., the second terms in the above equations), it cannot be absorbed by the small difference of their resource gains. For example, suppose species j1 experiences a much lower predation pressure than j2 (e.g., $r(z, s j1 )/(z)C(z)dz \ $r(z, s j2 )/ (z)C(z)dz). In this case, j1 is competitively much stronger than j2, because it is tolerable against a much lower resource gain. Thus, j1 exploits the resource around the consumption-effort patterns of j1 and j2, such that j2 is excluded by too low a resource density /(z)R(z) for it. Even if x j1 and x j2 are different so that j2 can still survive, the resource consumed by j2 has a much higher density than that consumed by j2, like an empty niche for the stronger j2. This induces rapid directional evolution or In the resource space, the shaded and unshaded distributions indicate the total consumptioneffort and the total resource distributions, respectively. The arrows in the phenotype and resource spaces indicate the directions of their evolutionary branching or directional evolution evolutionary diversification of x j1 toward x j2 , excluding j2 (Ito and Dieckmann 2007) . Thus, the predation pressures on j1 and j2 have to be similar in order to allow their coexistence in the time scale of food-web development. Note that this logic is essentially the same with the general concept of the ''limiting similarity'' (MacArthur 1972).
As for the prey species i1 and i2, if there exists a large difference in their resource gains (e.g., $c(z, s i1 )/(z)R(z) dz \ $c(z, s i2 )/(z)R(z)dz), the competitively stronger i2 with larger resource gain is likely to exclude i1 through apparent competition under the shared predation pressures by species j1 and j2.
In general, the coexistence of several predator species in an interaction group requires that the predation pressures on them (i.e., competitive strength as the predator) are similar, while the coexistence of several prey species requires that their resource gains (i.e., competitive strength as the prey) are similar. In addition, the similarity in the competitive strength between interaction groups are also required to avoid extinction by their fusion (Fig. 3a, b) , with the same logic. If the resource gain density /(z)R(z) and the predation pressure density /(z)C(z) are flat in the resource space, the competitive strengths as both predator and as prey are identical among all existing species. This is realized if the functional response is close to the ratiodependent response (i.e., small a at Eq. 4), and if C(z) is close to the ideal free distribution (IFD) (Fretwell and Lucas 1970) in the evolutionary sense, as explained below.
An IFD is a distribution of consumers among resources so that every consumed resource has an identical quality (Fretwell and Lucas 1970 ). In our model, an evolutionary IFD (E-IFD) can be defined as a consumption distribution C(z) that makes the resource gain density /(z)R(z) flat in the resource space, in which absent resources (i.e., z with R(z) = 0) are neglected. While the original concept of IFD assumes extremely efficient foraging behaviors of predators compared to the escaping behaviors of prey, the state considered here requires extremely fast evolution of consumption-effort patterns compared to that of resource patterns. Under a = 0 in Eq. 4, in which the response is ratio-dependent, /(z)R(z) and the predation pressure density /(z)C(z) can be transformed as:
where A(z) = C(z)/R(z). Thus, flat /(z)R(z) gives flat A(z), which gives flat /(z)C(z). Since the system is almost always at population dynamical equilibrium, the value of A(z) is determined by the condition for population dynamical equilibrium from Eq. 8, that is:
where kM -cq [ 0 should be fulfilled, otherwise, any phenotype cannot keep its biomass. An E-IFD is realized if x of every species has caught up with its prey's y (Fig. 3c) . In this case, there is no evolutionary lag between predators and prey in every interaction group. We call such a set of existing phenotypes a ''no-lag community'' and denote it withŜ 1 s 1 ; . . .;ŝ N ð Þ : In a no-lag community, for any i = 1, ..., N, the equal value to y i can be found among x j (j = 1, ..., N), and vice versa. Any no-lag community can have E-IFD through population dynamics and it gives an equilibrium. Many of such equilibria seem to be locally stable in terms of the dynamics of C(z) and R(z) (numerically examined) (see S4 in the ESM). Thus, it is expected that C(z) can be kept close to E-IFD if the evolution of x is sufficiently fast compared to y.
Similar logic to that above holds even if shapes and their mutational changes of the consumption-effort and resource patterns are differently defined from Eqs. 14 and 15 (e.g., mutation in their widths), as explained below. Consumption-effort patterns evolve toward higher resource gain densities /(z)R(z) from lower ones in the resource space. Since /(z)R(z) is a monotonically decreasing function of A(z) = C(z)/R(z), it can be said that consumption-effort patterns evolve toward smaller C(z)/R(z). Such evolution of those patterns changes C(z) so that large C(z)/R(z) becomes smaller, while small C(z)/R(z) becomes larger. Thus, the evolutionary change of C(z) makes C(z)/R(z) flatter, which corresponds to a smaller deviation of C(z) from E-IFD, AR z ð Þ: In other words, the evolutionary change of C(z) makes itself more similar to R(z).
On the other hand, resource patterns evolve toward lower predation pressure densities /(z)C(z) from higher ones in the resource space. Since /(z)C(z) is a monotonically increasing function of A(z) = C(z)/R(z), it can be said that resource patterns evolve toward smaller C(z)/R(z). Such evolution of those patterns changes R(z) so that small C(z)/R(z) becomes smaller, while large C(z)/R(z) becomes larger. Thus, the evolutionary change of R(z) increase the variation of C(z)/R(z), which corresponds to larger deviations of C(z) from E-IFD,ÂR z ð Þ: In other words, the evolutionary change of R(z) makes itself more dissimilar to C(z).
Thus, when the evolution of consumption-effort patterns is sufficiently faster than that of resource patterns, the deviation of C(z) from E-IFD can be kept small, in which competitive strengths among species are kept similar. Conversely, if the evolutionary change of C(z) is slow, a large deviation is expected. In this sense, the deviation of C(z) from E-IFD at the population dynamical equilibrium may be treated as a general measure for evolutionary lag between predators and prey in the system. Thus, we measure the lag as an average of the local deviations of C z ð Þ Â R z ð Þ from 1 in the resource space:
where V is the size of the resource space, given by $dz, and a small constant e L is introduced to keep the logarithm finite at C(z) = 0 and/or R(z) = 0. In the case of no-lag communities, which hold
1 is fulfilled at E-IFD (i.e., flat /(z)R(z)) under sufficiently small a such that a ( bC(z) ? cR(z) holds. Then, /(z)C(z) is also approximately flat. In this case, the competitive strengths are similar among extant species. It is also expected that population dynamical equilibria fulfilling CðzÞ=½ÂRðzÞ ¼ 1 is attained by sets of phenotypes that are similar to no-lag communities. In addition, the index L still works as a measure of the deviation from E-IFD in this case.
In summary, under sufficiently small a, food-web structures may be maintained easily if the evolutionary lag between predators and prey in the system (i.e., the deviation of C(z) from E-IFD) is kept small by keeping the set of existing phenotypes similar to no-lag communities.
Potential evolutionary paths for the development of complex food-webs
The next question is how complex food-webs can develop from simple ones, under the constraint of small evolutionary lag. To examine this in a simple manner, we consider the case that the lag is infinitesimally small, which corresponds to no-lag communities. In this case, the y of the prey and x of the predators in the same interaction group are almost the same. The CðzÞ=½ÂRðzÞ ¼ 1 always gives population dynamical equilibrium through such changes, under a = 0 (see S4 in the ESM).
It is graphically shown that such changes can represent various topological transitions of food-webs ( Fig. 2 assuming no lag and Fig. 4 ). The division of interaction groups (i.e., the coupled r-and c-diversifications) can generate new species at existing trophic levels (Fig. 2) or at new trophic levels (Fig. 4a) . On the other hand, fusions of interaction groups can generate omnivory and loops (Fig. 4b, c) . There seems to be many other ways of such continuous changes of the phenotype distribution, which represent various topological transitions of food-webs. By combining them as transition sequences through continuous changes of the phenotype distribution, various potential paths for the development of complex food-webs from a single species are provided. Thus, if selection pressures induce evolutionary dynamics that are close to some of those potential paths, a complex food-web might develop.
However, a no-lag community does not have directional selection (but has stabilizing or diversifying selection) in any species, according to Eqs. 17 and 18. Since evolutionary branching requires the process of directional evolution to lead polymorphism into distinct two populations (Metz et al. 1996; Geritz et al. 1997) , the number of species may not increase easily if the system is kept too close to no-lag communities. In this case, the development of complex food-webs might be difficult.
Summary of analytical results
The above analyses provide two predictions. First, the coupled r-and c-diversifications may occur when the x of predators have caught up with their prey's y, which may be repeated. Second, complex food-webs might develop easily when the evolutionary lag between predators and prey in the system (i.e., the deviation of C(z) from E-IFD) is kept small but not too small, if the functional response is close to the ratio-dependent response. These predictions hold true, even if the phenotype and resource spaces have higher dimensionalities. The second prediction holds for arbitrary shapes and dynamics of the basal resource I(z) if the system can have stable population dynamical equilibrium during the evolutionary dynamics. In this case, the first prediction also holds if species consuming the basal resource are treated as basal resources instead. In addition, the second prediction holds true for arbitrary shapes and mutational changes of consumption-effort and resource patterns.
Note that we do not know the stability of the population dynamical equilibria of communities that are close to nolag communities. In addition, we do not know how the likelihood of evolutionary branching is influenced by the magnitude of the evolutionary lag. Both of them can also influence the development of food-webs, which might cancel the effect expected above. In this sense, the E-IFD is no more than a candidate for what might be related to the development of complex food-webs.
Numerical simulation
Calculation methods
We calculated the evolutionary dynamics based on Eq. 8 using two different methods. The first assumes asexual reproduction. The population dynamics are calculated by discretizing Eq. 8 and mutants slightly deviated from their parent phenotypes are generated at each time step as stochastic events. The basal resource was assumed to be constant by assuming large m (allowing its dynamics to not change the results qualitatively). The consumption-effort and resource patterns were specifically defined as Gaussian distributions. To examine the robustness of our analytical predictions, we assumed that the widths of these patterns are different from each other. Non zero values were also used for a at Eq. 4 for the same purpose.
The second method assumes sexual reproduction, large mutation rates, and very small mutation magnitudes. The effect of mutation is expressed as a deterministic diffusion process of biomasses in the phenotype space, while the effect of mating is expressed by generating an intermediate phenotype from each mating of two phenotypes. For fast calculation, significantly narrow widths were assumed for both the consumption-effort and resource patterns. We call the first and second methods the ''asexual-stochastic method'' and the ''sexual-deterministic method,'' respectively. See S5 in the ESM for details of the methods.
During the evolutionary dynamics, basically, each phenotypic cluster isolated from the others in the phenotype space was treated as a species. The number of species was counted as the number of ''islands'' of positive biomass in the phenotype space. When an island has more than one biomass peak, each peak was counted as a species in the sexual-deterministic method, in order to detect evolutionary branching in its early stage. The trophic level of each species was calculated based on the amount of basal resource required for the production of unit biomass of the species (Pauly and Christensen 1995) (see S6 in the ESM).
Simulated evolutionary dynamics Figure 5 shows typical evolutionary dynamics of the coupled r-and c-diversifications in the asexual-stochastic method. Similar widths for the resource and consumptioneffort patterns are assumed in this case. Starting from a single species consuming the basal resource, c-diversification occurs and C(z) becomes similar to R(z) in the resource space (Fig. 5d) , which makes the evolutionary lag L small (Fig. 5a) . Then, r-diversification occurs, which induces c-diversification of the predator of the diversified prey (Fig. 5e, f) . In these processes, the system repeatedly converges to and deviates from E-IFD (Fig. 5a , in which convergence to E-IFD is indicated with horizontal dashed lines). The convergence is realized by convergence of the community to no-lag communities, which can be seen by plotting historical traces of species' x and y (with the colours black and gray, respectively), as shown in Fig. 5b . Although some black lines, corresponding to small values of x, are always away from gray lines, they consume the basal resource I(z) that exists there. Larger resource spaces, in terms of the widths of the consumption-effort and resource patterns, allow diverse species to coexist, as shown in Fig. 6 . The evolutionary lag L is kept small in these dynamics (the black curve in Fig. 6a) , and a complex food-web develops (Fig. 6c-e) . The food-web is maintained through continuous turnover with repeated diversification and extinction. Most of the rdiversification occurs as trait substitution rather than evolutionary branching. (This can be because the difference of the two phenotypes in y causes a difference in their competitive ability as prey, but it cannot be compensated through their population dynamics if their x share the same value.) Since the smallness of the evolutionary lag keeps the community close to no-lag communities, evolutionary trees of x (red tree) and y (blue tree) are almost overlapped, as shown in Fig. 6b , except for several red branches at the left side that correspond to the consumption of the basal resources. These red and blue trees are projections of a single evolutionary tree in a three-dimensional space composed of the phenotype space and season axis, like Fig. 7d .
The relationship between small evolutionary lag and food-web development is also observed when the time averages of the numbers of species and links are plotted against the time average of L at different values for the mutation rates (l x , l y ) or the amount of consumption effort M. As shown in Fig. 8a , b, the numbers of species and links both tend to have their maximum values when L is small among its observed values, where the number of links per species (i.e., the number of prey per species) also has its maximum. However, the numbers of species and links drop when L is very small. In this case, the evolution of x seems to be relatively too fast to allow for the smooth r-diversification. In each of c-h, the phenotype distribution (upper left), the total resource and consumption-effort distributions (lower left), and the food-web structure (right) are represented. In the phenotype space, the darker color indicates higher biomass density. The gray vertical and black horizontal arrows indicate the directions of r-and c-diversifications, respectively. In the resource space, the resource and consumption-effort distributions are indicated with gray and black curves, respectively, on a logarithmic scale [i.e., ln(e L ? R(z)) and ln(e L ? C(z))]. Food-webs are represented in three-dimensional spaces, in which the x-y planes are phenotype spaces and the z-axes are trophic levels. Each species is represented as a sphere with its size as the biomass. Species at higher trophic levels are also indicated with lighter colors. The dark and light gray pipes connecting species indicate upward and downward biomass flows among trophic levels, respectively. The pipes from the bottom indicate biomass flows from the basal resource. If the consumption-effort and resource patterns have quite different widths from each other, historical traces of x and y are not similar to each other. However, it is still observed that food-web development is easy when L is small (Fig. 8c) .
Numerical simulation with the sexual-deterministic method also showed food-web development through the coupled r-and c-diversifications (Fig. 7) . It is also observed that the food-web development is easy when L is small but not too small (Fig. 9) .
These numerical results above coincide with the two analytical predictions: (1) the coupled diversifications of y and x may occur when predators have caught up with their prey, which may be repeated; and (2) complex food-webs might develop easily when the evolutionary lag is kept small but not too small.
Discussion
Analytical understanding of the evolution of complex food-webs
In previous theoretical studies, the evolutionary development of food-webs have been analyzed mainly by numerical simulation (Caldarelli et al. 1998; Yoshida 2003; Drossel et al. 2004; Loeuille and Loreau 2005; Ito and Ikegami 2006) . Analytical insights into such dynamics are important for understanding the mechanisms and constraints underlying food-web development. As for the evolutionary dynamics of complex food-webs, such insight is provided only by Matsuda and Namba (1991) as a condition for coevolutionary stable communities (CSC). Here, we provided a new analytical insight as potential evolutionary paths for the development of complex foodwebs, which is a repetition of divisions (i.e., the coupled rand c-diversifications) and fusions of interaction groups, keeping the evolutionary lag between predators and prey small. The analytical results are applicable to any food-web structures, and these were supported by the present numerical simulation. Although our results depend on the specific model structures that we assumed, these can be stepping stones for understanding the general features of food-web development. For example, in no-lag communities, the evolutionary stability of x coincides with the condition for CSC. Since CSC does not consider the evolution of prey, the evolution of prey may influence the stability of CSC, as no-lag communities in our model may not be evolutionary-stable because of the evolution of y. In addition, since the logic of the coupled r-and c-diversifications seems simple and has some generality, similar dynamics may be observed in other evolutionary food-web models (Yoshida 2003; Drossel et al. 2004; Loeuille and Loreau 2005) .
The most important finding in our results is the relationship between the evolutionary lag and the development of complex food-webs. We analytically predicted this relationship by expecting that small evolutionary lag enhances the maintenance of complex food-web structures. Although we did not examine the stability of population dynamical equilibria of the states that are close to no-lag communities, the present numerical simulation showed that many of such states, which correspond to complex foodwebs, have stable equilibria that allow the coexistence of their component species. It is notable that the logic of the prediction is, essentially, identical to the general concept of the limiting similarity (MacArthur 1972) . In addition, nolag communities correspond to the IFDs (Fretwell and Lucas 1970) in the evolutionary sense. Thus, the existence of the predicted effect might also have some model-independent generality. However, it is notable that the same relationship might be generated without the predicted effect, if the likelihood of evolutionary branching becomes frequent when the evolutionary lag is kept small. At least our finding seems worthy of being studied further in order to make the mechanism clear.
Functional response
The functional response used in our model, Eq. 4, may correspond to extremely heterogeneous environments in space and/or time (e.g., within a day or year), in which each patch or each season has only a single kind of resource (see S1 in the ESM). An opposite assumption is completely uniform environments, in which the densities of all kinds of resources do not change along space and season. In this case, a different form of the functional response can be derived:
See S1 in the ESM for its derivation. In this case, g(s j , s i ) can be expressed without z:
where u(s j , s i ) = $c(z, s i )c(z, s j )dz is the overlap between c(z, s i ) and c(z, s j ), while w(s j , s i ) = $c(z, s i )r(z, s j )dz is the overlap between c(z, s i ) and r(z, s j ). Equation 27 is the same with the multispecies Beddington-DeAngelis type response proposed by Arditi and Michalski (1996) , which is used in an evolutionary food-web model by Drossel et al. (2004) . With this response instead of Eq. 4, our model still provides population dynamical equilibria at C z ð Þ ¼ÂR z ð Þ for no-lag communities under a = 0 (i.e., ratio-dependent response), as long as the interaction groups are isolated from each other. Thus, the smallness of the evolutionary lag also seems to be important for food-web development in this case (H. C. Ito, in preparation).
The ratio-dependent response may be expected if prey can move into and out of refuges, and if predators easily find prey that are outside of refuges (Abrams and Ginzburg 2000) . Since predators at good locations can find resources easily in this case, it is expected that most of the energy for foraging is consumed for the handling of resources and interference competition. This corresponds to a ( bU(z)
approximately gives a ratio-dependent response. However, functional responses have large variations in real populations (Abrams and Ginzburg 2000) . Drossel et al. (2004) numerically showed that the types of functional response influences the complexity of evolutionarily formed food-web structures. Thus, further investigation assuming various functional responses is needed in order to examine the robustness of our presented scenario for evolutionary food-web development.
Coevolutionary diversification Ito and Ikegami (2006) has shown that food-webs develop with repeated r-and c-diversifications by numerical simulation, but when such diversifications occur was not clear. In addition, Ito and Ikegami (2006) assumed that both the consumption-effort and resource patterns are significantly narrow (i.e., the delta function), and that both population dynamics and mutation are deterministic. Both of these assumptions may not be realistic. In our present study, we assumed certain widths for the consumption-effort and resource patterns. Under this assumption, we analytically ) and y (from 3 9 10 -2 to 5 9 10 ; the others have the same values as in Fig. 7e Popul Ecol (2009) 51:65-81 77 showed that r-diversification may occur when the predators have caught up with their prey, and that the r-diversification may induce c-diversification. This was confirmed by numerical simulation assuming stochasticity in the population dynamics and mutation (i.e., the asexual stochastic method). Although an identical shape for consumptioneffort and resource patterns is assumed to obtain analytical results, the numerical simulation showed successful foodweb developments when the evolutionary lag is kept small, even if the resource pattern is twice as wide as the consumption-effort pattern, as shown in Fig. 8c . The dynamics seems robust to some extent, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 .
In the present analyses, we focused on the total consumption-effort distribution C(z) and the total resource distributions R(z) in the resource space, instead of x, y and the biomasses of species. From this perspective in the resource space, an arbitrary community with any complex food-web can be treated as if it has only two trophic levels, C(z) and R(z). Thus, the conducted analyses on directional and diversifying selections seem to essentially be the same as with previous theoretical studies on predator-prey coevolution with two fixed trophic levels (Brown and Vincent 1992; Dieckmann and Law 1996; Abrams and Matsuda 1997; Abrams 2000; Doebeli and Dieckmann 2000; Kisdi 2006 ). Indeed, the logic of the coupled r-and c-diversification seems the same as with Brown and Vincent (1992) and Doebeli and Dieckmann (2000) . Moreover, those studies have analytically and numerically shown that various population dynamical and evolutionary outcomes, including not only the coevolutionary diversification of predator and prey (Doebeli and Dieckmann 2000; Kisdi 2006 ) and extinction (Dieckmann and Law 1996) , but also their population cycle (Abrams and Matsuda 1997) , evolutionary cycles without diversification (Dieckmann and Law 1996; Abrams and Matsuda 1997) are possible, depending on the ecological and mutational settings. In our model, the coupled diversification becomes difficult when the consumption-effort pattern is sufficiently wider than that of the resource pattern, which coincides with Brown and Vincent (1992) . In addition, the population cycle and evolutionary cycle are also observed in numerical simulations occasionally, although the conditions for them have not been investigated. Further analytical and numerical studies are needed to clarify the possible variety of evolutionary dynamics in our model. However, it is not easy to analyze multispecies coevolution in two-dimensional phenotype (or trait) space. In the case of one-dimensional trait space, formal conditions for evolutionary branching are following; the condition for convergence stability (existence of evolutionary attractor s* at which directional selection vanishes) (Abrams et al. 1993) , the condition for evolutionary instability (disruptive selection at s*) (Maynard Smith 1982) , and the condition for mutual invasibility (coexistence of two slightly diverged phenotypes in the neighborhood of s*) (MacArthur 1972) . Evolutionary branching is assured if all of the three conditions are fulfilled (Geritz et al. 1997) .
In the case of multispecies coevolution in multidimensional trait spaces, formal conditions for evolutionary branching have not yet been obtained. But for convergence stability, the conditions have been obtained (Leimar 2008) . In addition, obtaining conditions for evolutionary instability does not seem to be difficult (Ackermann and Doebeli 2004; Egas et al. 2005; Leimar 2005; Ito and Shimada 2007) . If there is a convergence stable state that is evolutionarily unstable, the prediction of evolutionary diversification is not difficult (Ackermann and Doebeli 2004; Egas et al. 2005; Ito and Shimada 2007) .
In our present model, however, some of the evolutionary diversifications important for food-web development occur in the absence of a convergence stable state (not shown). In this case, our obtained analytical conditions still indicates the possibility of evolutionary diversification, but they cannot assure its likelihood. The existence of such evolutionary branching is reported by Leimar (2005) and Ito and Dieckmann (2007) . According to Ito and Dieckmann (2007) , if species i experiences disruptive selection in x i , evolutionary branching in x i is expected when the evolution of r i is sufficiently slow (and vice versa). By examining directional selections and diversifying/stabilizing selections simultaneously, the likelihood of such evolutionary branching can be provided (H. C. Ito and U. Dieckmann, in preparation) . In addition, Ito and Dieckmann (2007) showed turnover dynamics with repeated diversification similar to Fig. 6b by the combination of disruptive selection in one trait and directional selection in another trait. Although either of which x and y experiences disruptive (or directional) selection can change in our model, the basic mechanism seems the same.
Uniformity of the competitive strength for food-web development
In our model, similarity in competitive strengths among species seems to be important for the development of complex food-webs. Such similarity among species can be translated into a uniformity of competitive strengths in the community. Here, we discuss this under slightly more generalized assumptions. Since sufficiently small a leads to the same tendency with the case of a = 0, we assume a = 0 in the following.
Our model assumes that all species are identical in their trophic efficiency k, the amount of consumption effort M, vulnerability X, and natural death rate q. Here, we consider a case that species can have different values for these parameters compared to each other. In this case, C(z) and R(z) are given by P i M i n i c(z, s i ) and P i X i n i r(z, s i ), respectively. According to Eq. 8, C z ð Þ ¼ÂR z ð Þ still provides population dynamical equilibrium and identical competition strength, if the ratio k i M i :X i :q i is kept identical among those species. Thus, if the variation of the ratio among them is kept small, complex food-webs may develop through evolutionary dynamics with small evolutionary lag. Conversely, if the variation of the ratio is large, even a no-lag community has a large variation in competitive strength among species. In this case, species with large kM and with small X and q are strong competitors, according to Eq. 8. The strong species can exclude the other weaker ones at each fusion of the interaction groups. Such an exclusion is likely to be accompanied by evolutionary diversification of the strong species, generating their daughter species (Ito and Dieckmann 2007) . Repetition of the fusion results in a community composed of only the strong daughter species, having similar values for the ratio to each other. Then, they may form a complex foodweb.
However, the parameters k, M, X, and q may evolve simultaneously with x and y. In this case, the variation of the ratio among the daughter species can arise through their independent evolution (see also Ito and Dieckmann 2007) . When the growth rate of the variation is fast compared to the frequency of the fusion, the variation may be kept large. This seems to make food-web development difficult. Thus, the development of a complex food-web requires that the evolution of the ratio becomes slow, so that the variation of the ratio grows slowly compared to the evolutionary speed of x and y. In this case, the division and fusion of interaction groups may be repeated before the variation becomes large. Then, complex food-webs may develop.
Even after a complex food-web has developed, the parameters may still evolve in the directions that keep the ratio kM:X:q similar. Such directionality of evolutionary changes can be understood as a trade-off function. Large kM gives large biomass production, small X and q give small biomass loss by predation and by energy consumption, respectively. But the larger production has to be accompanied by the larger predation risk and the larger consumption rate in order to maintain the ratio. In this case, various species with different parameter values may coexist.
In the above discussion, the energy for the handling resource, c, is still assumed to be identical among resources. Variation of the handling resource can be introduced by assuming c as a function of z. c can also be a evolutionary trait for prey, such as the thickness of a shell. Under such an assumption, however, C z ð Þ ¼ÂR z ð Þ and a = 0 may not provide identical competitive strength among species. In this case, further generalization of the concept of evolutionary lag might be required in order to obtain a good condition for the uniformity.
Comparison with empirical data
Since we are concerned with a minimal logic to explain the evolutionary development of food-webs as our first step, several ecological functions or properties, including functional response, trophic efficiency, and the energy consumption for handling resources, were assumed to be identical among phenotypes or among resources. Those assumptions are not realistic. Nevertheless, some of our assumptions and results might be worthy of comparison with real populations. Below, we qualitatively compare our main assumptions and results with empirical data.
First, we consider how the relationship between x and y (or c(z, x) and r(z, y)) can be translated into traits in real predator-prey interaction. Possible combinations of predator-prey strategies are predator's jaw (or claw) and prey's shell, prey's toxin and predator's antitoxin, or predator's eye, prey's protective coloration, etc. (see also Abrams 2000) . As for the first and second cases, strong evidence for the coevolution of the predators' and prey's traits come from bills of crossbills and corns of hemlock (Parchman and Benkman 2002) , and from garter snakes and newts (Geffeney et al. 2005) . The claws of crabs and the shells of mollusks are another example of the first case. In this case, mollusks shows evolutionary diversification in their shell morphologies, which seems to be protection from the claws of crabs (Vermeij 1987) . Although clear evolutionary response of the claws of crabs to the shell evolution has not reported, the claws of shame-faced crabs (genus Calappa) may be an example. The unique shapes of their claws are specialized to hold and break the thick shells of snails, which seem meaningless in the absence of the snails with these shells.
In our model, M may correspond to the size of the bill (or claw) or the production amount of antitoxin, while X and h may correspond to the thickness of the shell or the production amount of toxin. The x and y (or c(z, s) and r(z, s)) correspond to the other possible changes of them that influence the rate of predator-prey interaction, keeping the total energetic cost the same. For example, y may correspond to the shape of the shell, the location of spikes on it, or the location of the prey's body that excretes toxin, while x may correspond to the shape of the bill, the dentition pattern of a claw, or the method of handling so as not to suffer from the prey's toxin.
As for the coupled r-and c-coevolution observed in our model, which is our first result, it may correspond to the coevolutionary diversifications of bills of crossbills and corns of hemlock (Parchman and Benkman 2002) , or those of garter snakes and newts (Geffeney et al. 2005) . In both cases, however, the thickness of corn scales and the size of bills, and the strengths of toxin and antitoxin are the detected evolutionary traits in Parchman and Benkman (2002) and Geffeney et al. (2005) , respectively. These seem to correspond to M, X, and h, rather than x and y. Another discrepancy is that most of the reported evolutionary diversifications are thought to be parapatric or allopatric, including Parchman and Benkman (2002) and Geffeney et al. (2005) , while our model does not have a spatial axis (i.e., sympatric setting). This discrepancy may be reduced if a spatial axis is introduced to the resource space in our model, such that the resource distribution has an environmental gradient. This is because Doebeli and Dieckmann (2003) numerically demonstrated that an ecological interaction favoring sympatric diversification easily induces parapatric speciation under environmental gradients.
Our second result is that the development of complex food-webs may be easy if the functional response is close to the ratio-dependent response and if the deviation from E-IFD is kept small. The result was obtained by assuming identical energy consumption for handling resources. The small variation of the ratio kM:X:q among species is an additional condition for the case that these parameters also evolve as properties of species. The two conditions regarding E-IFD and the ratio kM:X:q, respectively, may be examined if we focus on local food-webs in which the variation of energy consumption for handling is small and the functional response is close to the ratio-dependent response. However, ecological data in paleontological records are scarce (but see Crame 1990 ), and we could not find suitable data for the examination. Although there are studies that report IFD in present populations (Begon et al. 1996) , whether IFD is a general phenomenon at the community level is not clear.
By translating the second result into features of evolutionary dynamics, a weak prediction can be made as follows. The two conditions are for realizing the uniformity of competitive strength, which corresponds to an almost flat fitness landscape around existing phenotypes in the phenotype space. In this situation, evolutionary dynamics is expected to be slow. Then, successful food-web development and maintenance may arise from slow evolutionary diversifications and turnovers, respectively. Conversely, rapid evolutionary diversification may correspond to the emergence of large variations of competitive strength, which can cause mass extinction through rapid exclusion by the diversifying lineage. Thus, it may be predicted that rapid evolutionary diversification tends to be accompanied by mass extinction. A widespread view is that external factors are the main causes of mass extinction detected in fossil records (Morris 1998) , in which rapid radiation is expected after the extinctions. However, there are empirical studies that support the simultaneous occurrence of the radiation of mammals and the mass extinctions of dinosaurs (Springer et al. 2003) . Moreover, they might have been interacting strongly, because fossil record shows that large mesozoic mammals fed on young dinosaurs (Hu et al. 2005) .
Finally, our second result also implies that every species should be consumed by others (predators and/or parasites). This seems to hold, since we do not know of any species that is completely free from exploitation in the present biological communities forming complex food-webs.
